
 

 
 
 

PROCLAMATION 
 

Archery 
 

    Divisions: 
 Recurve bow: Recurve Men, Recurve Women 70m, 122cm target face 

 Compound bow: Compound Men, Compound Women, 50m, 80cm (6 rings) target face 

 Barebow:  Barebow Men, Barebow Women, 50m, 122cm target face70m, 122cm target face 

 Traditional (Longbow and traditional bows): Traditional Men, Traditional Women, 30m and 20m, 
122cm target face 

 

      Matches 
1. A participant can participate in one category only. 
2. The qualification round consists of 2 rounds of 6 ends with 6 arrows per end. 
3. The elimination rounds will be according to WA rules 
4. Finals will be organized in a separate finals field, alternate shooting 
5. The three first participants of each category will be rewarded. Depending on the number of 

participants, categories could be regrouped. 
   

    Team Tournament: 
   
    Class division (depending on the number of participants) 
    

 Recurve bow: Men and Women teams (or mixed depending on the number of participants) 

 Compound bow: Men and Women teams (or mixed depending on the number of participants) 

 Barebow: Men and Women teams (or mixed depending on the number of participants) 

 Traditional: Men and Women teams (or mixed depending on the number of participants) 

 
  Matches 

1. One team is composed of 3 archers. 
2. Teams can be made up of archers from the same company or from different companies.  
3. Teams are made up before the qualification round. No change of the team members will be possible 

after the start of qualification round. 
4. Set system will apply for recurve bow/barebow divisions and cumulative score for 

compound/traditional divisions. 
6. The three first teams of each category will be rewarded. Depending on the number of participants, 

categories could be regrouped. 
 

 

  Rules 
1. World Archery rules will be applied. 
2. In case that a participant cannot participate at the official distances, efforts will be made to arrange 

his/her participation at 30/20m. Please inform us asap.  
 


